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ABSTRACT9

An increasing number of structures, and in particular pedestrian bridges, are experiencing10

excessive vibration levels when they are dynamically excited by humans in motion. Although11

several models have been presented to incorporate the influence of a single pedestrian traversing12

a flexible structure, there is no commonly accepted method to include the presence of dynamic13

interactions that results in complex time-varying and coupled dynamics. Here a new coupled model14

is presented and shown to be effective inmodeling the coupled dynamics associatedwith pedestrian-15

bridge interaction (PBI). Through a series of experiments involving three human subjects walking16

under different conditions, the model is validated in accordance to their capability to reproduce and17

replicate the complex vibration patterns observed on a full-scale bridge with a single pedestrian.18

The results demonstrate that the PBI model provides an effective and reliable approach to simulate19

human-structure interaction.20

INTRODUCTION21

In recent years, footbridges have become an important component of our urban infrastructure.22

These structures serve to provide safe means for pedestrians to pass over urban roads and highways,23
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but have also been included as integral elements in the effort to revitalize and createmore pedestrian-24

friendly communities. However, an increasing number of pedestrian bridges have reported problems25

with excessive vibrations induced by human traffic, although most of them are designed according26

to existing standards and guidelines. Excessive vibration may be attributed to high structural27

flexibility, low bridge weight, or longer spans between supports (Ellingwood and Tallin 1984;28

Sachse et al. 2003). Thus, certain footbridges are more sensitive to human-induced dynamic29

loading than others. Consequently, these bridges exhibit excessive vibrations yielding, in some30

cases, damage and fatigue (Kim et al. 2008). Furthermore, conditions of serviceability often31

control the design of this type of structure (Sánchez et al. 2013). Unfortunately, most design-and-32

construction codes neglect pedestrian-bridge interactions, and simply assume that the pedestrian33

can be represented as a moving load traversing the bridge (Blanchard et al. 1977; Rainer et al.34

1988). However, this approach ignores the dynamic effects of human-structure interaction (HSI)35

which is viewed as the fundamental source of uncertainty in the dynamic response of footbridges.36

At this time serviceability guidelines are limited in considering the fact that changes occur37

in the dynamic properties of pedestrian bridges due to these dynamic interactions with moving38

pedestrians. Serviceability guidelines do not accurately predict their dynamic responses, and thus39

existing standards suffer from inconsistent and sometimes illogical design solutions, demonstrating40

significant gaps in knowledge remain (Roos 2009; Zuo et al. 2012; Van Nimmen et al. 2014). Even41

with recent advances in load models and response predictions, measured responses from pedestrian42

bridges in operation often deviate greatly from those predicted (Živanović et al. 2009). The main43

reason for this gap is that experimental studies of HSI, as well as the analytical models available to44

describe the loads produced by human walking, are unable to adequately reproduce the dynamic45

interaction between the two systems (Shahabpoor et al. 2013). As a consequence, our ability to46

design for these loads is still limited. Because the vibration requirements due to human loads are a47

dominant factor in the actual structural response of pedestrian bridges, better modeling approaches48

are critically needed.49

Several analytical models have been developed in the last three decades to predict footbridge50
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responses due to human walking in the lateral and vertical direction. Many attempts to model51

human-induced effects in the lateral direction took place soon after theMillennium bridge exhibited52

unexpected large amplitude vibrations on its opening day in 2000 (Dallard et al. 2001; Roberts53

2003; Ricciardelli and Pizzimenti 2007; Eckhardt et al. 2007; Venuti et al. 2007; Macdonald 2009).54

Also, of the several analytical models of human-induced vertical vibration that have been proposed,55

most of them consider a single pedestrian as a deterministic moving harmonic force (Živanović56

et al. 2005), neglecting the interaction as a bi-directional effect between the pedestrian and the57

oscillating bridge. Generally speaking, this approach is called the moving force problem. In this58

strategy, the vertical ground reaction force (GRF) generated by a pedestrian on a “rigid” floor59

is applied as a moving load. In fact, this straightforward approach is often adopted by the most60

common international standards and building codes (Archbold et al. 2011; Živanović et al. 2010).61

Improving upon this approach, different mathematical models have been proposed to describe62

pedestrian-bridge interaction. Using a spring-mass-damper system to represent a person crossing63

the bridge is one approach derived from the moving oscillator problem (Fanning et al. 2005; Toso64

et al. 2013; Pfeil et al. 2014; Gomez et al. 2015b), and a periodic force, which describes the GRF,65

is applied to the footbridge at the pedestrian location (Archbold et al. 2011; Jimenez-Alonso et al.66

2016). Early developments in biomechanics and robotics representing the human locomotion as an67

inverted pendulum were explained by Mochon and McMahon (1980), Onyshko and Winter (1980),68

Alexander (1995), andWhittington andThelen (2009). However, these bipedalmodelswere initially69

created to describe a human while walking on a rigid surface. Recently, more detailed models have70

been motivated by these bipedal representations and were adapted for a moving surface (Bocian71

et al. 2013; Qin et al. 2013a; Qin et al. 2013b). Nevertheless, despite the fact that the equations72

for the bipedal alone are quite simple, when the structure is included, the system equations become73

more complex, and accounting for the change of location of the pedestrian yields a time-varying74

system.75

In this paper we propose a pedestrian-bridge interaction (PBI) model to predict the vertical76

dynamic response of a footbridge traversed by a single pedestrian. A modular approach is used to77
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represent the pedestrian-bridge system as coupled subsystems that interact dynamically with each78

other. Thus, feedback links that represent the dynamic interaction between the two subsystems79

are directly integrated into the model. This modular approach is based on state space equations,80

and offers two distinct advantages. First, the bridge can be modeled using standard linear, time-81

invariant techniques (e.g. a finite element model), and second, this approach permits the inclusion82

of significantly different levels of damping in each subsystem. With this model, changes in the83

modal characteristics are included by shifting the location of the pedestrian, and applying the84

interactive inputs directly into the bridge substructure based on the position of the pedestrian. No85

external disturbance is used, although a non-zero velocity is used to model the energy inserted into86

the system by the pedestrian. Thus, the coupled model framework described herein will support a87

variety of future investigations of human-induced vibrations in footbridges, and it also facilitates88

structural analysis conducted for design purposes. To evaluate this framework, the PBI model89

is created and its performance, in terms of both a pedestrian’s vertical acceleration of the body90

center of mass (BCOM) and the structural response of the bridge, are compared with experimental91

data. The results demonstrate that the framework can be an efficient tool for the determination of92

the pedestrian biodynamic parameters, as well as the prediction of bridge response under a single93

pedestrian.94

This paper is organized as follows. First, the mathematical substructuring approach used to95

represent the system dynamics is developed. The equations for each subsystem are described,96

and a discussion of how the inputs and outputs of each substructure interact with each other are97

provided. Then, an experimental study is described and the associated bridge and pedestrian98

models are constructed. Test subjects with different physical characteristics are considered, and99

a method is developed to characterize each pedestrian using data obtained while walking on a100

rigid floor. Finally, the predicted results of the PBI model are validated against the experimental101

bridge responses due to a single pedestrian, and are also compared with the results obtained using102

traditional models in both, time and frequency domain.103
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION104

To represent the coupled subsystems, a model is developed that directly incorporates the bi-105

directional interactions between the bridge and pedestrian at the contact point (i.e. the pedestrian106

location). This system is partitioned into two dynamic substructures. One substructure is the107

footbridge, which is modeled here as a finite element (FE) model. The second substructure is108

the pedestrian, which is modeled as a mass-spring-damper (an oscillator). These two dynamic109

substructures are coupled, and each will have an influence on the other. Coupling of the two110

substructures is achieved by computing the response of each system at the interface, (i.e. the111

contact location at each point in time), and using it as the appropriate input for the other subsystem.112

This approach results in a time-varying system that considers the responses of each system as inputs113

to the other system (Gomez et al. 2015a). Furthermore, this framework offers flexibility through114

the ready use of a well-defined FE footbridge model together with a simple pedestrian biodynamic115

model.116

In this coupled model the interaction effects, and thus the modal characteristics of the combined117

system, change with the position of the contact location (see Fig. 1). By decomposing the PBI118

system into two substructures, and feeding the inputs from the complementary dynamic system119

into each substructure, the dynamic interaction is directly included. The contact force generated120

by the pedestrian is the input to the bridge, and the structure’s vertical acceleration is the input to121

the pedestrian model. The individual substructure equations do not vary, and to model the fully122

coupled system the contact location must only be modified at each time step. In the following123

subsections, the PBI model and the formulation of each of the substructures is discussed. Then, the124

interactions between the bridge and pedestrian are described such that the PBI can be represented125

as a feedback system. Throughout the mathematical formulation, bold, italic, and plain letters refer126

to matrices, vectors, and scalars, respectively.127

Bridge Substructure128

A typical FE model of a bridge is shown in Fig. 2. The bridge is represented as a linear,129

time-invariant 2-D or 3-D FE model discretized as a series of beam elements for this particular130
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case. To demonstrate the method, only the n vertical degrees of freedom (DOFs) are considered131

in the analysis, while the remaining DOFs have been condensed. The number and location of132

each node are determined by the approximate step length of a pedestrian, and this value should be133

considered to be an input of the method.134

The equation of motion of the general bridge substructure (BS) is represented by135

MBÜy (t) + CBÛy (t) +KBy (t) = LFcon
i (t) (1)136

where MB, CB, and KB ∈ Rn×n are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the bare structure137

after condensation. Here, Üy (t), Ûy (t), and y (t) ∈ Rn are vectors containing the nodal acceleration,138

velocity and displacement responses, respectively. This output of the bridge subsystem will be used139

as the input to the pedestrian substructure. L (t) ∈ Rn is a column vector which varies with time140

and is defined by the spatial location of the pedestrian on the bridge as141

L (t) =
[
0 0 . . . 1︸︷︷︸

ith

. . . 0︸︷︷︸
n

]T

. (2)142

This vector is populated with zero entries except at the DOF corresponding to nodal displacement143

of the deck where the pedestrian is acting. Fcon
i (t) represents the force imparted by the pedestrian144

on the bridge at the ith point of contact and can be written as145

Fcon
i (t) = cp Ûw(t) + kpw (t) (3)146

where Ûw(t) and w(t) are the vertical velocity and displacement of the pedestrian’s body center147

of mass relative to the bridge, respectively. The biodynamic parameters kp and cp are the linear148

coefficients of the spring and viscous dashpot, respectively. As a result, at the ith step, the only input149

applied to the bridge substructure is the distribution vector L (t) times the contact force Fcon
i (t).150

These feedback links are shown in Fig. 2.151

The equation for the bridge substructure in Eq. (1) can be written in state space form. The input152
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to this subsystem is represented by the scalar Fcon
i (t) described previously. The state variables are153

assembled in the vector xb =
[
y Ûy

]T
∈ R2n×1 known as the state vector. The subsystem outputs154

are selected to include the displacement y, velocity Ûy, and acceleration Üy responses at the nodes155

of the bridge, represented by the vector zb =
[
y Ûy Üy Üyi

]T
∈ R(3n+1)×1. Note, Üyi(t) is the nodal156

acceleration at the ith point, which is the point of contact. The nodal acceleration Üyi is included in157

the output vector to readily be used as an input to the pedestrian substructure at each time step. The158

resulting state space equation is:159



Ûxb

−−
zb


=



Abridge | Bbridge

− − − −− − − −
Cbridge | Dbridge





xb

−−
Fcon

i


(4)160

where

Abridge =


0n×n In×n

−M−1
B KB −M−1

B CB

2n×2n

Bbridge =


0n×1

M−1
B L

2n×1

Cbridge =



In×n 0n×n

0n×n In×n

−M−1
B KB −M−1

B CB

−LTM−1
B KB −LTM−1

B CB

 (3n+1)×2n

Dbridge =



02n×1

M−1
B L

LTM−1
B L

 (3n+1)×1

(5)

and n, in Eq. (5), is the number of degrees of freedom of the condensed FE bridge model.161

Pedestrian Substructure162

Typically the pedestrian is modeled as a moving force traversing the bridge. At each step, a163

force profile is imparted on the bridge based on the force a pedestrian imparts on a rigid floor164

while walking. This method is based on measurements of ground reaction forces (GRF) using165

fixed force plates, which thus yield the force profile used for each step. However, this procedure166

does not fully account for the interactions between the pedestrian and the structure. To address this167

limitation, a dynamic pedestrian substructure model is used here, consisting of a SDOF oscillator168
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with a non-zero vertical initial velocity condition as a source of excitation rather than using a ground169

reaction force.170

In general, the energy in a human-structure coupled system is not conserved. Energy can be171

added by the pedestrian, or it can be dissipated by either the pedestrian or the structure. Therefore,172

an external energy source must be provided to simulate how a human adds energy through his/her173

body. A non-zero vertical initial velocity condition of the pedestrian mass is included here to174

incorporate the energy input that occurs during human gait described byWinter (2009) andWhittle175

(2014). With the human gait, two different acceleration-based sources of energy take place during176

the stride period. The main excitation source to this system is produced when the heel strikes177

the ground. A second excitation source is related to swinging of the limbs during walking (Ylli178

et al. 2015). By directly incorporating the first source of excitation, the vertical movement of the179

BCOM can be reproduced more accurately. In a subsequent section, a comparison is made between180

the measured vertical acceleration with the PBI predicted output in a rigid floor, showing that the181

model is able to add energy to the system. The pedestrian substructure (PS) is modeled here using182

the biodynamic characteristics as well as input parameters which have been reported in several183

studies (Toso et al. 2013; Pfeil et al. 2014; Ortiz-lasprilla and Caicedo 2015). The biodynamic184

parameters consist of a lumped mass mp attached to a linear spring and a viscous linear dashpot185

with coefficients kp and cp, respectively. The additional input parameter is the value of the non-zero186

initial velocity condition Ûw (to). An excitation in the PS is initiated, at each time step, by imparting a187

vertical initial velocity Ûw (to) to the pedestrian mass at the time defined as the instant when the heel188

strikes the ground. This approach is capable of representing the vertical movement of the BCOM189

as it generates the transient effects in the bridge response due to the heel strike. The pedestrian190

dynamics are therefore defined by191

mp Üw(t) + cp Ûw(t) + kpw(t) = −mpÜyi(t) (6)192

where Üw(t), Ûw(t), andw(t) are the vertical acceleration, velocity and displacement of the pedestrian’s193

BCOM relative to the bridge, respectively. The input to the PS is the vertical acceleration of the194
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bridge Üyi(t) at the contact point. The output, which was defined as the input of the complementary195

system in Eq. (3), is the contact force Fcon
i (t), applied to the bridge by the pedestrian, as shown in196

Fig. 3.197

The pedestrian subsystem is also written in compact state space form. In this case, the state198

variables, including the relative displacement and relative velocity, are assembled in the state vector199

as xp =
[
w Ûw

]T
∈ R2. The input is represented by Üyi(t). The outputs are represented by the vector200

zp =
[
w Ûw Üw Fcon

i

]T
∈ R4. The state space form is201



Ûxp

−−
zp


=



Aped | Bped

− − − −− − − −
Cped | Dped





xp

−−
Üyi


(7)202

where203

Aped =


0 1

− kp
mp
− cp

mp

2×2

Bped =


0

−1

2×1

Cped =



1 0

0 1

− kp
mp
− cp

mp

kp cp

4×2

Dped =



0

0

−1

0

4×1

(8)

In this study, it is assumed that the pedestrian walks at a constant velocity, which is included204

in the biodynamic model using the step length and pacing frequency Fp. Furthermore, the model205

assumes continuous contact between the pedestrian and structure, and does not distinguish between206

the single and double phase portions of the stance. Therefore, the possibility of separation of the207

pedestrian from the bridge is not considered, and the position of the pedestrian defines the contact208

point at each instant in time. This model could readily be extended in the future to consider a209

running or jumping human, or to consider variable walking speeds, as needed.210
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Pedestrian-bridge Interaction Model211

Next, consider the interactions between the pedestrian and bridge substructures that must be212

included to establish the PBI feedback system. The dynamic response of the bridge is affected not213

only by the position of the moving mass, but also by the vertical motion of the pedestrian. Thus,214

during the passage of a pedestrian walking across the bridge, the pedestrian excites the bridge215

through the contact force at the contact point, while the bridge excites the pedestrian by its own216

movement at this same contact point. With this closed-loop approach, the dynamic interaction is217

directly integrated into the model.218

The solution to these equations is obtained with a procedure that has the advantage of being219

simple, accurate, and explicit, yielding a global response of the coupled system. When these sub-220

systems are solved together, this coupled and time-varying model is able to capture the interactions221

between the human and the structure as the position of the pedestrian on the bridge changes. In222

other words, the linear time-invariant pedestrian and bridge subsystems are coupled and use a time-223

dependent contact point, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, this closed-loop system can be classified as a224

linear, time-varying dynamic system. This interactive response can be obtained for any discretized225

bridge and any pedestrian activity, making this pedestrian-bridge model a flexible tool.226

To solve for the response of this system, the equations of motion are solved numerically for the227

time period St = 1/Fp within each pedestrian step (the average step time taken by the pedestrian).228

Then, to simulate the response during the next step length, the final conditions of the system at229

the end of that step length are used as the initial conditions for the next step length. To begin,230

set the time to tk = 0, the pedestrian first step as i = 1, and the initial conditions (ICs). Select a231

time increment ∆t for the numerical integration. Typically the integration time step is chosen to232

correspond to a frequency that is at least 10 times the frequency of the highest mode of the bridge233

model. The steps for this iterative procedure are summarized in a flowchart in Fig. 5.234

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION235

To verify the PBI model, a series of experiments were conducted to measure typical structural236

responses induced by a single walking pedestrian. The experimental specimen that serves as237
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the bridge was selected based on its suitability for walking safely, its large size, and its dynamic238

properties. Three test subjects having different body characteristics were considered as pedestrians,239

and measurements were taken under various walking conditions. The objective here is to provide240

a realistic testbed that would exhibit significant, but representative, dynamic interactions that will241

be useful for assessment and verification of the model. Thus, vertical motion of the footbridge242

was perceptible in all tests. Comparisons are made between the measured vertical responses of243

this experimental specimen and the PBI model predictions. Additionally, the study considers the244

moving force model and moving oscillator model to assess of the capabilities and limitations of all245

three classes of models.246

Experimental Setup and Parameter Identification247

A simply-supported beam, representative of a typical girder from a full-scale bridge deck,248

is used as the bridge. Based on the dynamic properties of this beam, it is relatively sensitive to249

pedestrian-induced excitation with a pedestrian walking at a typical pace. The structure is aW30x132250

steel beam A992 (Fy = 345 MPa and E = 200 GPa) and each end rests on a concrete block. The251

entire beam has a length of 15.24m and aweight of 29.4 kN. For these experiments, the unsupported252

distance between the two end supports is 14.64 m (see Fig. 6). Eighteen uniaxial accelerometers253

are used in the experimental setup to capture the vibrations of the beam, with twelve in the vertical254

direction and six in the lateral (perpendicular to the long axis of the beam) direction as depicted255

in Fig. 7. The accelerometers are PCB Piezotronics piezoelectric sensors model 333B40 with a256

sensitivity of (±10%) 500 mV/g and a frequency range from 0.5 to 3 kHz.257

To identify the dynamic properties of the bridge alone in this configuration, forced vibration258

testing is first conducted. The bridge is excited using an electrodynamic shaker placed at 1.2 m from259

the midspan, with the objective of capturing structural responses over a broad frequency range in260

both the vertical and horizontal directions. Eight forced vibration tests are conducted using either261

linear or logarithmic chirp signals with frequency range of 0.5-25 Hz, or a band-limited white262

noise (BLWN) with a bandwidth of 100 Hz, as inputs. The sampling frequency is 1024 Hz, and263

a low-pass filter with cut-frequency at 500 Hz is used in the data acquisition system to prevent264
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aliasing. The duration of each test is set to 400 sec, with excitation signal amplitudes ranging from265

1 to 5 V, which resulted in acceleration inputs with a PSD of 105 to 110 dB266

The time history and power spectral density function (PSD) from a representative experimental267

acceleration response recorded during the experiments (sensor No. 8 in Fig. 7) are shown in Figs. 8(a268

and b). Based on the experimental data, the modal characteristics of the bridge are identified. A269

common curve fitting method is applied to the experimental complex frequency response function270

to identify the system as a ratio of polynomials in the Laplace variable s (Dyke et al. 1996). The first271

three vertical modes are at 2.15 Hz, 8.31 Hz and 18.12 Hz. Thus, noticeable interactions would be272

expected due to human-induced vibration because the first vertical natural frequency of this bridge273

is within the normal range of the human gait (i.e. 1.6-2.4 Hz) (Bachmann et al. 1995; Sétra 2006).274

The first two torsional modes are at 5.77 Hz and 15.25 Hz. Also, a single lateral mode is present275

at 10.75 Hz. These were obtained using an analyzed frequency range from 0.5 to 20 Hz. Also, the276

damping ratios associated with the first three vertical modes are identified to be 0.28%, 0.48% and277

0.31%, respectively.278

A two-dimensional FE model is developed based on the physical properties of the bridge.279

Torsional and lateral modes are neglected here as their effects are assumed to be insignificant280

for this analysis. The 2D model is then updated using the measured modal characteristics. To281

build the FE model, a simply-supported, homogeneous Euler-Bernoulli beam is discretized into282

n + 1 beam elements. The n lumped masses are located at regular distances according to the283

average step length of a pedestrian, and only the vertical and rotational degrees-of-freedom (DOF)284

are considered. Proportional damping is assumed to generate a damping matrix for the bridge285

substructure. The rotational DOF are condensed, yielding a bridge model with n DOF. In the286

condensed model the MB, CB, and KB matrices in Eq. (1) are thus defined, forming the bridge287

substructure described in Eq. (4).288

Pedestrian Parameters289

Three healthy subjects, one age 29 (SA), 30 (SB) and 36 (SC) respectively, with no history290

of postural problems, participated in a series of experiments. The applicable ethics committee291
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approved this study, and all human subjects signed informed consent forms prior to participation.292

Two types of tests were conducted. In the first type of test, each subject was instructed to walk293

according to his/her self-selected pace. In the second type of test, a metronome was used to guide294

the walking pace frequency, denoted here as Fp. When the metronome was used, several pacing295

rates were used ranging from slow to fast (1.7, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1, and 2.2 Hz). For each subject, the296

tests were first conducted on a rigid floor, and then on the flexible bridge. These tests were useful297

for model comparisons, as well as for parameter estimation.298

The pedestrian motion was captured using a portable and non-invasive, triaxial accelerometer299

(STMicroelectronics k330 3-axis accelerometer). The accelerometer has a range of ±2 g and a300

resolution of 61 µg. The data were sampled at 100 Hz, and an elliptical low-pass filter with301

cut-frequency at 50 Hz was used. This device was placed close to the subject’s BCOM with a belt302

around the waist. The device was affixed to the subject firmly above the sacrum along the spine to303

record trunk acceleration in the vertical direction.304

To identify the parameters of the biodynamic model of the pedestrian, the experimental vertical305

accelerations, obtained with the pedestrian walking on a rigid floor, were used. The PBI model306

was used to simulate the BCOM vertical accelerations, with the bridge substructure stiffness set to307

a high value to minimize any dynamic interactions. Using this simulation model, the biodynamic308

parameters cp and kp as well as Ûw (to) were identified through a standard constrained optimization309

in MATLAB® that minimizes the error between the experimental vertical BCOM acceleration and310

the simulated vertical acceleration of the pedestrian mass during around 20 sec. The parameter311

mp is the known mass of the pedestrian. The pedestrian substructure parameters obtained for each312

human subject are given in Table 1. Mass ratios indicated in this table are calculated as a ratio of313

the mass of each subject divided by the modal mass of the first mode of the bridge alone, which is314

approximately 1500 kg. Note that all of these values are well within the normal range found in the315

literature (Archbold et al. 2011; Shahabpoor et al. 2013).316

A typical time-history of the measured acceleration (solid line) and simulated acceleration317

(dashed line) of the human subject and the corresponding floor acceleration (dash-dotted line) are318
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shown in Fig. 9. Here the subject SAwas instructed to walk at Fp = 1.9Hz using ametronome. And319

as an input to the model, an initial velocity, as stated previously, was used here to emulate the effect320

when the heel strikes the floor in each step, as shown with the dash-dotted line in Fig. 9. Clearly,321

the PBI model is able to capture the fundamental behavior of the vertical BCOM acceleration on a322

stiff surface without the use of an external force.323

Experimental Verification of the PBI Model324

The next step is the verification of the PBI model, in terms of its ability to capture the human-325

structure dynamic interactions. To do this we use the two independently identified models with the326

parameters established that best model the pedestrian substructure and the bridge substructure. A327

dynamic simulation is performed to obtain the response of the feedback system described in Eqs. (4)328

and (7), using a single pedestrian. The identified biodynamic parameters shown in Table 1 are used.329

Additionally, the moving force (MF) and moving oscillator (MO) models are considered to assess330

the relative capabilities and limitations of the modeling methods when interaction is present.331

For all simulations, the identified model of the footbridge is used. The MO model described332

in (Fanning et al. 2005; Dang and Živanović 2013) uses a secondary dynamic system based on a333

lumped mass connected by a spring and damper with the bridge, to represent a pedestrian. For334

purposes of comparison, this model also utilizes the biodynamic characteristics of the pedestrian335

given in Table 1. Alternatively, the MF model uses a moving force determined based on the weight336

of the pedestrian. Both of these models also include a periodic function that has been shown to337

represent the vertical force applied by a walker (Bachmann et al. 1995). This function is expressed338

as a Fourier series multiplied by the mode shape to obtain the effective modal force, as in339

Fv (t) = αW · sin (
2πFpt − ϕ) · φ (ct). (9)340

FromEq. (9), the single-step forcing functionFv (t) is represented by an amplitude corresponding341

to theweight of the pedestrianW, and a dynamic function, which includes the harmonic components342

of the pedestrian load. However, this periodic function may be limited and resolved, for practical343
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reasons, only for the first harmonic vertical component (Sétra 2006). Thus, α and ϕ are the Fourier344

coefficient and phase lag of the first harmonic, respectively. The pace frequency is defined by Fp,345

c is the constant anterior-posterior velocity of the pedestrian, φ (·) is the normalized fundamental346

mode shape of the bridge, and t is the variable representing the time that has elapsed. The values of347

the first harmonic amplitude and phase lag have been chosen in this study as 0.4 and 0, respectively.348

Also, W, Fp and c are defined for each individual test based on the experimental data.349

To quantitatively evaluate the models, the vertical experimental acceleration at the midspan350

of the footbridge is compared with the corresponding predictions from each of the models. The351

response is compared using an instantaneous relative error (IRE) and a normalized root mean352

square error (NRMSE). The difference between the simulated response ÜYsim (tm), and the measured353

response ÜYexp (tm), is computed at each time sample tm, and appropriately normalized and compared.354

The IRE is a measure of the instantaneous normalized error, and is computed at each individual time355

step across the N samples of the time history. The NRMSE is a measure of the overall response,356

and is computed using the complete response history. The IRE and NRMSE are calculated using357

Eqs. (10) and (11).358

IRE (tm) =
�� ÜY exp (tm) − ÜY sim (tm)

���� ÜY exp (tm)
�� × 100% (10)359

NRMSE =

√
1
N

∑N
m=1

[ ÜY exp (tm) − ÜY sim (tm)
]2

max
(�� ÜY exp (tm)

��) × 100% (11)360

A total of 81 tests were conducted with the three subjects. 57 of these were recorded while a361

metronome guided the pace of the pedestrian’s steps, and in the remaining 24 tests the pedestrian362

walked at a self-selected pace. Two representative time-histories, for two different test subjects,363

are shown in Figs. 10(a-d). Here the measured and simulated responses are shown, along with the364

corresponding value of the IRE for each individual time sample. The response of the bridge (solid365

line) remains zero before the pedestrian enters, gradually builds up during the pedestrian’s passage,366

and attenuates in free vibration after the pedestrian has left the bridge. In Fig. 10(a) subject SA was367
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instructed to walk at Fp = 1.9 Hz following the beat of a metronome. However, in Fig. 10(b) subject368

SC was instructed to walk at a self-selected rate and his average pace frequency was 1.98 Hz. The369

results for these two cases demonstrate that the PBI model (dashed line) reproduces the transient370

effects observed due to the heel-strike for each footfall in the same manner that the data exhibits this371

behavior for a walking person. To assess the performance of the PBI model, IRE values vs. time372

are shown in Figs. 10(c and d). The instantaneous relative error measure is significantly smaller373

with the PBI model as compared to the values obtained with the MF (dash-dotted line) and MO374

(dotted line) models in those representative trials.375

Because this system is time-varying, a time-frequency representation using spectrograms is376

adopted to investigate the non-stationary characteristics of the response. The experimental and377

simulated response data for each model are provided (see Figs. 11(a-d)). Figs. 11(a and b) show378

the time-frequency analysis of the measured data only, for clarity. Obvious horizontal stripes379

exist in each figure around 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 Hz due to the dominant harmonics resulting from380

the pace frequency associated with the pedestrian walking on the bridge. Clearly the amplitude381

of the structural response increases significantly in the frequency range between 1.7 and 2.3 Hz382

because this dominant first harmonic is close to the first vertical natural frequency of the bridge383

(F1 = 2.15 Hz).384

We also examine the frequency variations that occur with the various models (MF, MO and PBI385

models), as compared to the frequency variations present in the measured responses. Figs. 11(c and386

d) show a zoomed-in plot over a limited frequency range extracted from the spectrogram in Figs. 11(a387

and b). Here one can observe the variations in the power spectral density when a pedestrian crosses388

the bridge. In Figs. 11(c and d), the horizontal dotted line represents the fundamental frequency of389

the bridge alone, where it is not affected by the presence of the pedestrian. The solid line indicates390

the frequency associated with the maximum value of the power spectral density at each point in391

time. In both cases, when the subject walks at a specified pace of 1.9 Hz (see Fig. 11(c)) or at a392

self-selected rate with an estimated average pace frequency of 1.98 Hz (see Fig. 11(d)), there is a393

significant variation in the frequency content of the experimental response with time. This variation394
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can be attributed to a combination of: (1) the mass distribution due to the pedestrian’s location; and395

(2) the forced response in the pedestrian-bridge system due to the quasi-periodic loading at pace396

frequency Fp and its harmonics. Additionally, the corresponding lines that are provided for the MF397

and MO models indicate that in this case these models do not account for the significant dynamic398

interaction effects. The variations in the accuracy of the predicted responses of the coupled-system399

are more pronounced when the pace frequency is closer to the vertical natural frequency of the400

structure. Better agreement is observed with the PBI model in those representative trials.401

The NRMSE obtained with each model was used to obtain a single value for each of the 57402

metronome-based experimental trials, and these results are summarized in Figs. 12(a-c). Because403

several repetitions were performed for each of the tests, the mean value and standard deviation of404

the NRMSE values are computed for each test configuration. These values are shown for each of the405

corresponding pace frequencies considered, where the pace frequencies are normalized against the406

first vertical natural frequency of the structure. The NRMSE values associated with the responses407

of the MF and MO models are typically larger than those of the PBI model. Moreover, the MF408

and MO models produce particularly large NRMSE values when the frequency ratio Fp/F1 are in409

the range between 0.7 to 0.9. Here, the dynamic interaction is low and the behavior is dominated410

by the forced response of the structure. Furthermore, both the MF and MO models overestimate411

the system response when the Fp/F1 is close to the first vertical natural frequency of the bridge412

(i.e. 0.9 to 1.05). This result means that MF and MO have limited capacity to take into account413

the interaction between the two subsystems. However, the PBI model exhibits significantly smaller414

normalized errors because the model accounts for the influence of the bridge on pedestrian on the415

dynamics.416

The responses are examined from an alternate perspective in Figs. 13(a-c). These figures show417

the range of variation of the peak estimated acceleration of the responses versus the normalized pace418

frequency. The upper and lower bounds provided are defined by the mean and standard deviation419

of the maximum absolute values of the response. Both the experimental and PBI prediction results420

are given for each frequency ratio of interest in the tests using the metronome. Here the mean421
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of the peak values of the simulated responses have nearly the same amplitude as the peaks of422

the measured responses. And as expected, more dynamic interaction occurs between the two423

subsystems when the frequency ratio is close to one. Additionally, 24 experiments were conducted424

at a self-selected pace frequency. These responses were analyzed and the corresponding peak425

responses are represented with diamonds in Figs. 13(a-c). It can be concluded that the PBI model426

yields an accurate prediction of the peak acceleration of the pedestrian-bridge system as indicated427

by the discrete circles, even when the pedestrian walks naturally. Indeed for SB, a pedestrian that428

walked at a slower speed than in the metronome, the responses are typically in agreement with the429

experimental data. Clearly the PBI model is able to capture the dominant coupled dynamics of the430

pedestrian-bridge system.431

CONCLUSIONS432

A pedestrian-bridge interaction model has been presented herein for predicting the dynamic433

response of a footbridge traversed by a single pedestrian. The strongly coupled scheme considers the434

pedestrian and bridge as an integrated system. The formulation facilitates modeling of this complex435

dynamic interaction problem using separate models of the two substructures, while coupling their436

dynamics through amoving contact point in a closed-loop arrangement. This framework uses simple437

dynamic expressions for the bridge and pedestrian subsystems which can readily be reproduced438

for analysis or even design purposes. Furthermore, the flexibility of this framework could easily439

incorporate more complex models of either pedestrians or bridges, and could also be used as a440

framework to consider advanced damping devices or structural control systems.441

Embedded in the model is a non-zero initial velocity condition, representing the energy inserted442

into the system at each step by the human. This approach is inspired by the transient response443

observed in the experimental accelerations, and in simulation is shown to produce quite similar444

responses. The initial velocity produces a vertical BCOMmovement, similar to the way that human445

trunk moves, and this model is validated with measurement of the trunk motion on a rigid floor.446

Also, a method is established and verified here to identify reliable biodynamic properties (i.e.447

stiffness and damping) for a simple model of the human body.448
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The predicted acceleration responses with the PBI, the moving force (MF), and the moving449

oscillator (MO) models were compared with experimental acceleration data. Different gait speeds450

were considered while a single human subject traversed a previously identified steel beam that451

served as a bridge. Three different human subjects participated. The PBI model was found to be452

better at predicting the variations in the natural frequency of the coupled system, as well as the453

peak responses of the coupled system. The PBI model is found to be effective for predicting the454

bridge response when dynamic interactions are present.455
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TABLE 1. Bio-dynamic Parameters Obtained on a Rigid Floor

Subject mp
[kg]

cp
[kg s−1]

kp
[N m−1]

Ûw(to)
[m s−1]

Mass ratio
[%]

SA 56 212.5 14000 0.30 3.73
SB 97 501.4 20000 0.38 6.47
SC 72 273.2 18000 0.22 4.80
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Bridge Substructure128

A typical FE model of a bridge is shown in Fig. 2. The bridge is represented as a linear,129

time-invariant 2-D or 3-D FE model discretized as a series of beam elements for this particular130

case. To demonstrate the method, only the n vertical degrees of freedom (DOFs) are considered131

in the analysis, while the remaining DOFs have been condensed. The number and location of132

each node are determined by the approximate step length of a pedestrian, and this value should be133

considered to be an input of the method.134

The equation of motion of the general FE model is represented as135

MBÜy (t) + CBÛy (t) +KBy (t) = LFcon
i (t) (1)136

Fcon
i (t) = cp Ûw(t) + kpw (t) (2)137

L (t) =
[
0 0 . . . 1︸︷︷︸

ith

. . . 0︸︷︷︸
n

]T

(3)138

where MB, CB, and KB ∈ Rn×n are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices of the bare structure139

after condensation. L (t) ∈ Rn is a column vector which varies with time and is defined by the spatial140

location of the pedestrian on the bridge. This vector is populated with zero entries except at the DOF141

corresponding to nodal displacement of the deck where the pedestrian is acting. Fcon
i (t) represents142

the force imparted by the pedestrian on the bridge at the ith point of contact. Here, Üy (t), Ûy (t),143

and y (t) ∈ Rn are vectors containing the nodal acceleration, velocity and displacement responses,144

respectively. Note, Üyi(t) is the nodal acceleration at the ith point, which is the point of contact. This145
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Fig. 3. Pedestrian substructure

The pedestrian substructure (PS) is modeled here using the biodynamic characteristics as well179

as input parameters which have been reported in several studies (Toso et al. 2013; Pfeil et al.180

2014; Ortiz-lasprilla and Caicedo 2015). The biodynamic parameters consist of a lumped mass mp181

attached to a linear spring and a viscous linear dashpot with coefficients kp and cp, respectively.182

The additional input parameter is the value of the non-zero initial velocity condition Ûw (to). An183

excitation in the PS is initiated, at each iteration, by imparting a vertical initial velocity Ûw (to) to the184

pedestrian mass at the time defined as the instant when the heel strikes the ground. This approach185

is capable of representing the vertical movement of the BCOM as it generates the transient effects186

in the bridge response due to the heel strike.187

mp Üw(t) + cp Ûw(t) + kpw(t) = −mpÜyi(t) (6)188

Eq. (6) represents the pedestrian dynamics, where Üw(t), Ûw(t), and w(t) are the vertical accel-189

eration, velocity and displacement of the pedestrian’s BCOM relative to the bridge, respectively.190

The input to the pedestrian substructure is the vertical acceleration of the bridge Üyi(t) at the contact191

point. The output, which was defined as the input of the complementary system in Eq. (2), is the192

contact force Fcon
i (t), applied to the bridge by the pedestrian, as shown in Fig. 3.193

The pedestrian subsystem is also written in compact state space form. In this case, the state194

variables, including the relative displacement and relative velocity, are assembled in the state vector195

as xp =
[
w(t) Ûw(t)]T ∈ R2. The input is represented by Üyi(t). The outputs are represented by the196

vector zp =
[
w Ûw Üw Fcon

i
]T ∈ R4. The state space form is197


Ûxp
−−
zp


=


Aped | Bped
− − − −− − − −
Cped | Dped




xp
−−
Üyi


(7)198

where199

Aped =

[
0 1
− kp

mp
− cp

mp

]
2×2

Bped =

[
0
−1

]
2×1

Cped =



1 0
0 1
− kp

mp
− cp

mp

kp cp

4×2

Dped =



0
0
−1
0

4×1

(8)
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Fig. 4. Pedestrian-bridge feedback model

In this study, it is assumed that the pedestrian walks at a constant velocity, which is included200

in the biodynamic model using the step length and pacing frequency Fp. Furthermore, the model201

assumes continuous contact between the pedestrian and structure, and does not distinguish between202

the single and double phase portions of the stance. Therefore, the possibility of separation of the203

pedestrian from the bridge is not considered, and the position of the pedestrian defines the contact204

point at each instant in time. This model could readily be extended in the future to consider a205

running or jumping human, or to consider variable walking speeds, as needed.206

Pedestrian-bridge Interaction Model207

Next, consider the interactions between the pedestrian and bridge substructures that must be208

included to establish the PBI feedback system. The dynamic response of the beam is affected not209

only by the position of the moving mass, but also by the vertical motion of the pedestrian. Thus,210

during the passage of a pedestrian walking across the bridge, the pedestrian excites the bridge211

through the contact force at the contact point, while the bridge only excites the pedestrian by its212

own movement at this same contact point. With this closed-loop approach, the dynamic interaction213

is directly integrated into the model.214

The solution to these equations is obtained with a procedure that has the advantage of being215

simple, accurate, and explicit, yielding a global response of the coupled system. When these sub-216

systems are solved together, this coupled and time-varying model is able to capture the interactions217

between the human and the structure as the position of the pedestrian on the bridge changes. In218

other words, the linear time-invariant pedestrian and bridge subsystems are coupled and use a time-219

dependent contact point, as shown in Fig. 4. Thus, this closed-loop system can be classified as a220

linear, time-varying dynamic system. This interactive response can be obtained for any discretized221

bridge and any pedestrian activity, making this pedestrian-bridge model a flexible tool.222

To solve for the response of this system, the equations of motion are solved numerically for the223

time period St = 1/Fp within each pedestrian step (the average step time taken by the pedestrian).224

Then, to simulate the response during the next step length, the final conditions of the system at225

the end of that step length are used as the initial conditions for the next step length. To begin,226
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Fig. 5. Flowchart of the solution procedure

set the time to tk = 0, the pedestrian first step as i = 1, and the initial conditions (ICs). Select a227

time increment ∆t for the numerical integration. Typically the integration time step is chosen to228

correspond to a frequency that is at least 10 times the frequency of the highest mode of the bridge229

model. The steps for this iterative procedure are summarized in a flowchart in Fig. 5.230

EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION231

To verify the PBI model, a series of experiments were conducted to measure typical structural232

responses induced by a single walking pedestrian. The experimental specimen that serves as233

the bridge was selected based on its suitability for walking safely, its large size, and its dynamic234

properties. Three test subjects having different body characteristics were considered as pedestrians,235

and measurements were taken under various walking conditions. The objective here is to provide236

a realistic testbed that would exhibit significant, but representative, dynamic interactions that will237

be useful for assessment and verification of the model. Thus, vertical motion of the footbridge238

was perceptible in all tests. Comparisons are made between the measured vertical responses of239

this experimental specimen and the PBI model predictions. Additionally, the study considers the240

moving force model and moving oscillator model to assess of the capabilities and limitations of all241

three classes of models.242
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Fig. 6. Experimental setup of full-scale steel beam
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Fig. 10. Measured and predicted vertical acceleration responses at midspan of the bridge for a
single pedestrian: (a) using the metronome at Fp = 1.9 Hz; (b); self-selected pace frequency; (c
and d) IRE comparison. [Dashed vertical lines indicate the times at which the pedestrian enters
and leaves the bridge]
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Fig. 11. Time-frequency representation to single pedestrian: (a and b) measured responses of
bridge midspan; (c and d) zoom-in plot of a frequency range from the spectrogram including
measured and predicted vertical acceleration variation responses. [Dashed vertical lines indicate
the times at which the pedestrian enters and leaves the bridge]
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Fig. 12. Mean and standard deviation values of the NRMSE for test subjects: (a) SA; (b) SB; (c)
SC
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Fig. 13. Peak acceleration for test subjects: (a) SA; (b) SB; (c) SC
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